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ABSTRACT: Nonfluorinated hydrophobic surfaces are of interest for reduced cost, toxicity, and environmental problems.
Searching for such surfaces together with versatile processing, A200 silica nanoparticles are modified with an
oligodimethylsiloxane and used by themselves or with a polymer matrix. The goal of the surface modification is controlled
aggregate size and stable suspensions. Characterization is done by NMR, microanalysis, nitrogen adsorption, and dynamic light
scattering. The feasibility of the concept is then demonstrated. The silica aggregates are sprayed in a scalable process to form
ultrahydrophobic and imperceptible coatings with surface topographies of controlled nanoscale roughness onto different
supports, including nanofibrillated cellulose. To improve adhesion and wear properties, the organosilica was mixed with
polymers. The resulting composite coatings are characterized by FE-SEM, AFM, and contact angle measurements. Depending on
the nature of the polymer, different functionalities can be developed. Poly(methyl methacrylate) leads to almost
superhydrophobic and highly transparent coatings. Composites based on commercial acrylic car paint show “pearl-bouncing”
droplet behavior. A light-emitting polyfluorene is synthesized to prepare luminescent and water repellent coatings on different
supports. The interactions between polymers and the organosilica influence coating roughness and are critical for wetting
behavior. In summary, the feasibility of a facile, rapid, and fluorine-free hydrophobization concept was successfully demonstrated
in multipurpose antiwetting applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, superhydrophobic surfaces have
received much attention because of the challenge of under-
standing their basis1−3 and the many technological implications
they possess. Self-cleaning, antiicing, superslippery or anti-
biofouling surfaces can be developed from the same
concept.4−7 Most of the applications require coatings for
large surfaces. This is a difficulty, since many strategies followed
to hydrophobize surfaces are not easily applicable to large
surface areas.8 Therefore, a current target is to find suitable
concepts for preparation and application of hydrophobic and
mechanically stable coatings to large multipurpose areas.
Furthermore, optical transparency9 is an additional feature of
great importance in many industrial applications. This property

cocktail is an ambitious objective. This is why, in spite of the
vast amount of literature devoted to superhydrophobicity,
commercially available products are still limited. In particular,
the difficulties associated with the surface roughness design are
the most complicated to overcome.
Superhydrophobicity is based on the combination of low

surface energy and suitable topography. Strictly speaking, the
definition implies a water contact angle, θw, higher than 150°
and, most importantly, a hysteresis, Δθ, defined as the
difference between advancing and receding water contact
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angles, lower than 10°. Provided Δθ < 10°, a water drop will
roll off the surface easily with a minimum tilt angle. The
methodologies to build a superhydrophobic surface can be
divided into those which lower the energy of a rough surface
and those which induce roughness on a low energy surface. The
former presents two main handicaps: the frequent use of
fluorocompounds, and the complexity of employing methods
involving two or more steps in large surface applications. With
respect to surface roughening, common top-down ap-
proaches,10 such as lithography may be restricted to small
surfaces or specific applications. Finally, the self-assembly and
sol−gel processes are probably the most promising and suitable
approaches to meet all the requirements.11

Regarding topographic profile, a dual-scale roughness, with
microstructures covered with nanometric entities, nicely
exemplified by the Lotus leaf, was first thought to be needed
for superhydrophobicity. However, biomimetic approaches are
not usually as robust as natural patterns and in outdoor
applications the microstructures are easily worn by environ-
mental effects or mechanical wear.12,13 In addition, the dual-size
profile is frequently incompatible with optical transparency
since the microstructures commonly have a size larger than the
visible range wavelength.14 Fortunately, it has been recently
proven that a continuous nanoscale roughness may be enough
to attain superhydrophobic behavior.15 Single-scale profiles,
although not trivial and requiring a precise size control, seem to
be, a priori, more robust, better applicable and less demanding
than multiple-scale ones.
The surface modification of nanoparticles provides an

excellent platform to develop superhydrophobic coatings.
One problem though is the strong and uncontrolled
aggregation of the nanoparticles. Also, particle-based coatings
tend to show poor mechanical stability. In previous work,16,17

we showed that nanosilica aggregation can be controlled and
tuned by an adequate choice of organic modifier, the
modification method and the solvent used to prepare the
organosilica suspension. Long modifier chains, chemically
attached to the particle surface will lead to large particle
agglomeration due to the occurrence of entanglements and
organic bridges between aggregates. It is also shown that
controlling the aggregate size of the organosilica in suspension
enables one to adjust the surface roughness length scale of the
coatings. This methodology was termed “chemically guided
topography”.16

With the aim of addressing the drawbacks mentioned so far
(need for simple and scalable procedures apt for large surfaces,
robust single scale topography and fluorine-free chemistry) we
have oriented our research to a concept valid for imparting
superhydrophobic behavior to a wide range of surfaces with a
single, simple, scalable and fluorine-free process. For its success
this concept relies, as key tools, on the “chemically guided
topography” methodology and on the properties and
morphology of a very specific organosilica aggregate. The
goal of this work is not, then, the proposal of yet another
superhydrophobic system,18−20 but the demonstration of the
multipurpose nature of this concept, based on the control and
the stability in suspension of a particular organosilica
aggregates.
Two methodologies are described in this work, (i) direct

application of the organosilica suspension onto the surface of
paper, glass, plastic or cellulose aerogels, which become ultra-
or superhydrophobic and (ii) development of polymer based
composite coatings, presenting both water repellency and

mechanical stability. Among the composites, three polymer
matrix examples are provided: poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA), a car paint based on acrylic polymers, and
polyfluorene (PFO), a conjugated and light emitted polymer.
As an added strength of the concept, in the silica/polymer
coatings, water repellency is combined with other intrinsic
functionalities of each polymer, such as optical transparency in
PMMA or fluorescence in PFO.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. Hydrophilic fumed silica, A200, supplied by

Degussa, silanol terminated oligodimethylsiloxane of 7 repeat
units as average purchased from ABCR (PDMS-7), and PMMA
(Mw = 120 000 g mol−1) and methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS)
supplied by Sigma-Aldrich were used without further
purification. Solvents for reactions, filtration, and chromatog-
raphy were certified ACS grade and were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Certified ACS grade toluene (≥95%) was
degassed with N2 overnight, refluxed over Na, distilled under
N2 atmosphere and stored over regenerated 3 Å molecular
sieves before using for polymerizations.21 9,9-Dioctyl-2,7-
dibromofluorene, 9,9-dioctylfluorene-2,7-diboronic acid bis-
(1,3-propanediol) ester, Aliquat 336, sodium carbonate
(Na2CO3, 99.95%) and tetrakis(triphenylphosphine) palladium-
(0) (99.9+%-Pd), Pd(PPh3)4, were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich.
A nonaqueous acrylic commercial car paint (Glasurit 22 from

BASF Coatings) has been employed. The formulation is an
acrylic resin, a pigment and the catalyst in a weight ratio
1.8:7.2:1 following the producer recipe. An acrylic solvent (10
wt %) was used as flow aid.
A nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) water suspension was

prepared from never-dried softwood sulphite pulp fibers (DP of
1200, lignin and hemicelluloses contents of 0.7 and 13.8%,
respectively, Nordic Paper Seffle AB, Sweden) according to a
previously reported method.22 The pulp was first subjected to a
pretreatment step involving enzymes and mechanical beating.
Subsequently, the pretreated pulp was disintegrated by a
mechanical homogenization process using a Microfluidizer M-
110EH apparatus (Microfluidics, U.S.A.) so that a 2 wt % NFC
suspension in water was obtained.

2.1.1. Synthesis of Poly(9,9′-dioctyl-9H-fluorene) (PFO).
Inside a glovebox, 9,9′-dioctylfluorene-2,7-diboronic acid bis-
(1,3-propanediol) ester (1.05 mmol, 0.586 g) and 9,9′-dioctyl-
2,7-dibromofluorene (1 mmol, 0.548g) were dissolved in
anhydrous toluene (16 mL), followed by the addition of the
phase-transfer catalyst Aliquat 336 (0.1 mmol, 40.5 mg).
Tetrakis(triphenylphosphine) palladium(0) (0.01 mmol, 11.56
mg) was dissolved in anhydrous toluene (2 mL) and then
transferred into the aforementioned mixture. Outside the
glovebox, a degassed Na2CO3 aqueous solution was syringed in
through the septum. The reaction mixture was purged five
times with nitrogen and refluxed under vigorous stirring at 100
°C for 12 h. Anhydrous toluene (1 mL) containing 4-
bromobenzene, acting as the end-capping agent (in excess:
0.5 mmol) was then added, and the mixture was stirred
continuously at 100 °C up to 24 h. The reaction was cooled to
room temperature and polymers were precipitated from cold
methanol, loaded onto a pad of silica and eluted by washing
with dichloromethane. The solution was extracted with an
aqueous sodium N,N-diethyldithiocarbamate solution (1 M) in
order to remove the possible traces of Pd,23 then water and
dried over MgSO4. After evaporation of the solvent, the
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polymer was precipitated from a concentrated solution of
dichloromethane into methanol and filtered off. The product
was purified by four Soxhlet extractions cycles under nitrogen
with methanol, hexane, acetone, and recovered from THF (1
day each). Final polymers were precipitated from methanol,
filtered, and dried under vacuum at room temperature
overnight. The light violet polymer particles thus obtained
amounted to 0.328 g (yield: 85%) and, after the purification
process, the total amount obtained was 0.243 g (63%). 1H
NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) d [ppm]: 7.784−7.596 (m, 6H,
phenyl rings of fluorene), 7.486−7.104 (end-capper agent),
2.058 (s, 4H, 3-CH2 of 9,9′-dioctylfluorene), 1.081 (s, 24H, 2-
CH2 of 9,9′-dioctylfluorene), and 0.781 (s, 6H, 1-CH3 of 9,9′-
dioctylfluorene).
2.1.2. Preparation of Organosilica (P7). The surface

modification of the silica was done by magnetically stirring
for 72 h a mixture of A200 (3 g) and PDMS-7 (1.76 g) in 200
mL of toluene. The resulting organosilica, P7, was isolated from
the reaction medium by centrifugation and purified by means of
repetitive washing in dichloromethane and acetone (3 times)
and further centrifugation. The centrifugation process was
carried out at 3500 rpm during 15 min. Finally, materials were
dried at 100 °C overnight.
2.2. Preparation of Hydrophobic Coatings. 2.2.1. Par-

ticle-Only Coating. P7 suspension in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) at
a concentration of 27 mg·mL−1 was stirred for 24 h before the
deposition on a substrate (glass support, a PMMA film and a
Whatman paper, grade 40, with nominal pore size of 8 μm) by
spray coating with an airbrush AB931 from Sealey.
2.2.2. Hydrophobization of NFC. Before hydrophobization,

the original cellulose dispersion was diluted ten times (0.13 wt
%) and sonicated with a UP400S Hielscher during 3 cycles of 5
min long at 100 W. After that, the NFC were isolated by
lyophilization and the resulting aerogel was immersed in
dispersions of P7 of different particle contents 3, 0.6, and 0.1 wt
%. Immersion time was 30 s for the 3 and 0.6 wt % dispersions
and 1 min for the 0.1 wt % one. The modified aerogels were
then dried at room temperature for 12 h.
2.2.3. Composite Coatings. PMMA/P7 coatings were

prepared by adding 50 wt % P7 particles from a previously
stirred 2 wt % dispersion in toluene, to a 3 wt % PMMA
solution in the same solvent. This mixture was magnetically
stirring for other 24 h and after that, a controlled evaporation of
the solvent (up to 20−25 wt % of toluene in the mixture) was
carried out. The purpose of the controlled evaporation was to
gradually increase the viscosity of the mixture while it was kept
under stirring to maintain a good dispersion of the organosilica
in the final mixture and prevent the deposition of the
particles.24 The blend was then sprayed on a glass support
and a polyethylene (PE) film.
Self-cleaning paints were prepared by adding 50 wt % of P7

to the commercial paint formulation. The mixture was
magnetically stirring for 3 and 24 h and then was sprayed on
glass supports by using the airbrush.
PFO composite coatings were prepared by dissolving the

corresponding amount of PFO (2.8 wt %) in toluene (3 mL),
to form homogeneous solutions to which a certain amount of
P7 was added (10, 30, or 50 wt % with respect to PFO). The
suspensions were kept under stirring for 24 h. Then, a
controlled evaporation of the solvent was carried out.
Subsequently, the blends were sprayed on glass supports and
cellulose based supports (HAWP02500 from Millipore with
0.45 μm of nominal pore and Whatman paper).

2.3. Characterization of the Organosilica and Coat-
ings. The P7 NMR spectra were performed in a Bruker Avance
400 spectrometer (Bruker Analytik GmbH Karlsrube, Ger-
many) equipped with a Bruker Ultrashield 9.4 T (13C and 29Si
frequencies of 100.62 and 79.49 MHz, respectively), 8.9 cm
vertical-bore superconducting magnet. In both cases, 13C and
29Si, CP/MAS NMR spectra were acquired at ambient
temperature by using a standard Bruker broad-band MAS
probe. Representative samples were ground and packed in 4
mm zirconia rotors, sealed with Kel-F caps and spun at 5 kHz.
The 90° pulse width was 3.5−4.5 μs and, in all cases, high-
power proton decoupling was used. All free-induction decays
were subjected to standard Fourier transformation and phasing.
The chemical shifts were externally referenced to TMS. The
29Si CP/MAS NMR spectrum was obtained with 4 ms CP
contact time, 4 s recycle delay, 16 000 averages, and 80 Hz line
broadening. 13C CP/MAS NMR spectrum was acquired with 1
ms CP contact time, a 3 s recycle decay, 4500 averages and 200
Hz line broadening.
The organic mass (OM%) in P7 was calculated from carbon

content (C%) obtained by a LECO CHNS-932 equipment
through the equation: OM% = (C% × 74)/24. BET surface
area (SBET) measurements were made by single-point nitrogen
adsorption, using a Micromeritics Flowsorb 2300. The particle
aggregate size, Zave, and the polydispersity index, Pdi, have been
evaluated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) with a Zetasizer
Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments) on suspension in IPA with a
particle concentration of 50 μg mL−1. The surface coating
morphology was visualized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) using a Philips XL30ESEM and a Hitachi SU-8000.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to examine the
surface topography. The AFM images (50 μm × 50 μm) were
obtained with a Veeco Multimode scanning probe microscope
equipped with a Nanoscope IV a controller operating in
tapping mode with a phosphorus doped silicon cantilever
(model RTESP). Mean square roughness values, Rq, were
extracted from these images.
Contact angles were measured with Milli-Q grade water by

the sessile drop method using a conventional drop shape
analysis technique (Attension Theta optical tensiometer). For
dynamic measurements (advancing and receding contact angles
required to obtain Δθ) the initial water drop volume was 5 μL
and the volume was increased up to 10 μL by water disposal at
0.2 μL s−1 recording and analyzing 10 images per second during
this process. A constant contact angle value is achieved, which
is considered the advancing water contact angle. Then, 5 μL of
water were removed at the same rate following identical
analysis protocol what enables the determination of the
receding contact angles. The determination of the contact
angle from the captured images is done by the Young−Laplace
method. If the water drop rolls off when the needle dispenser is
removed, the Δθ value is considered as zero. Δθ values higher
than 20° are difficult to quantify and meaningless in the context
of this work. The initial water contact angle in static conditions
with a 5 μL-volume drop is considered θw. Reported contact
angles values were the average of at least five measurements in
different coating regions.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The starting point is preparation of an organosilica, termed P7,
from the well-known pyrogenic A200 nanosilica. Once
modified, P7 aggregates have very stable size and morphology,
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little dependent on the medium in which they are dispersed.
This makes them easy-to-handle and adequate building blocks
for the design of controlled rough surfaces.
3.1. Preparation of modified A200 with Tailored Size

and Surface Energy. Controlled surface modification of silica
nanoparticles is not trivial. The reaction conditions and
reagents must be carefully chosen depending on the final
purpose. Here, the target was the formation of small aggregates
with the lowest possible surface energy. An oligodimethylsilox-
ane with short chain length was chosen as a modification agent
to reduce the surface energy of the nanosilica. If longer chain
lengths are used, then polymer bridges or entanglements can be
formed between silica aggregates which leads to the formation
of large agglomerates.16 Physisorption instead of chemisorption
was preferred because (i) the latter requires temperature and,
sometimes, catalysts, which can promote self-condensation of
the oligomers, and hence the uncontrolled increase of chain
length and (ii) chemisorbed chains tend to lay perpendicular to
the surface and then can be prone to the formation of bridges
or entanglements, whereas physisorbed chains lay parallel to
the silica surface.25 Although experimental conditions to favor
physisorption were chosen, the occurrence of chemically
attached chains cannot be ruled out. The resulting P7 is
among the smallest aggregates that can be obtained by
modification of A200 silica.16 Table 1 gathers characterization
data of the organosilica in comparison to A200 raw silica. These
data support successful organic modification in P7 particles. The
OM% in P7, amounting to almost 9%, is not negligible and the
SBET is reduced to almost half in comparison to the raw silica.
On the basis of these data, the molar mass of the oligomer, and
assuming a low self-condensation degree, the surface coverage
can be calculated.26,27 The number of molecules per nm2 is
around 0.6. This value is not high, but it must be taken into
account that the reactant is an oligomer instead of a simple
molecule. The structure of this organic coverage is then
characterized by NMR.
Figure 1 compares the 29Si and 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra

of the organosilica and the oligodimethylsiloxane used for
surface reaction.
The P7 29Si CP/MAS NMR spectrum is featured by the

presence of two groups of signals assigned to the inorganic Q
region from −105 to −120 ppm, absent in the oligomer
spectrum, and the organic D region from −20 to 0 ppm.28,29

The latter spectral region is strongly affected by the chain
length and arrangement of the dimethylsiloxane due to the
influence of the SiOSi bond geometry on 29Si chemical
shifts, which makes it very useful for structural elucidation.25,30

The PDMS-7 signal located at around −12 ppm, is assigned to
chain ends (silanols).25,29 This component also detected in P7

is a sign of the chain attachment onto the silica by
physisorption and not by chemisorption, which involves
condensation between the PDMS silanols and those on the
surface. However, the component at −22 ppm, the only signal

in long chain PDMS,25 associated with free siloxane units, is
observed in the PDMS-7 spectrum but is undetectable in P7.
The organosilica presents a main signal located at around −19
ppm, which is assigned to siloxane units in a constrained
environment.
The 29Si data are supported by the methyl signal in the

P7 13C CP/MAS NMR spectrum which is broader and
downshifted compared to PDMS-7, indicating a close contact
with the silica surface.16 In summary, the NMR data suggest the
existence of physisorbed short polymer chains parallel to the
silica surface.25 This is exactly the desired scenario to lower the
surface energy while avoiding the formation of chemical or
physical bridges between silica aggregates.
This particular structure of the organic coverage is reflected

in the behavior in suspension. Once dispersed in IPA, P7

particles result in Zave values lower than those of A200 in the
same solvent (see Table 1). This size reduction is explained by
the release of the strong particle−particle interactions in raw
silica by the introduction of the low surface energy reagent, and
the absence of additional interactions (bridging or entangle-
ments) between silica aggregates via this reagent. The Pdi is
low, indicating a relatively narrow size distribution for this kind
of silica.
Thus, the modification procedure gives rise to low surface

energy P7 silica particles organized into small aggregates.
Although the size of P7 is smaller than the neat A200, the
autosimilar morphology of the latter is not lost in the former.
This is essential, as it has been proved that autosimilar
morphology provides an optimum surface roughness for the
development of antiwetting behavior.31 These modified
particles are then used to prepare coatings on different
supports.

3.2. Coating of Macro and Microsurfaces based on
Neat P7 Suspensions. 3.2.1. Glass, Plastic, and Paper.

Table 1. Characterization of P7 Modified Silica Particles in the Form of Powder, IPA (Isopropyl Alcohol) Suspension, and
Coating onto Glass Supporta

IPA suspension coating

sample description OM% SBET (m2g−1) Zave (nm) Pdi θw (deg) Δθ (deg) Rq50 (nm)

A200 raw silica 190 294 ± 9 0.13 ± 0.01 51 ± 1 >20 51
P7 modified with PDMS-7 8.8 108 187 ± 17 0.18 ± 0.05 155 ± 3 12 ± 3 91

aFor comparison, raw silica A200 data are included in the table. OM refers to organic mass content, IPA suspension data are for particle size, coating
data are for water contact angle and surface roughness, see experimental section for details.

Figure 1. 29Si (left) and 13C (right) CP/MAS NMR spectra of
organosilica P7 and the reagent used in the modification reaction: the
oligodimethylsiloxane PDMS-7.
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Figure 2 collects the pictures of a tinted drop of water on a glass
support, a PMMA film, and a Whatman filter paper coated with
P7 deposited from an IPA suspension. The surfaces are highly
hydrophobic, close to superhydrophobicity, see Table 1. Water
contact angle and hysteresis seem to be independent of the
support, as coatings on paper and plastic show very similar
values to those shown for glass. However, while the surface
wetting properties are profoundly altered by the P7 coating,
other characteristic properties of the supports remain
unchanged. Thus, glass and PMMA film preserve transparency
and are glossy, whereas the filter paper becomes waterproof.
The P7 coating is “invisible” and imperceptible in all the
supports. To comprehend the reason behind the combination
of hydrophobicity and optical transparency, it is worthwhile to
study surface topography.
Figure 3 shows SEM images of the P7 coating on a glass

support. The coating is homogeneous and continuous (Figure
3a). This is important in order to achieve a low Δθ value. At

higher magnification, it is possible to distinguish the particulate
morphology of the coating (Figure 3b), while inspection of the
section (Figure 3c) reveals that the coating is composed of
globular entities of about 0.2 μm in diameter. A notable and
advantageous feature of the coating is that the morphology is
the same along the whole section. The wetting behavior is then
expected to prevail in the case of wear or peeling off of the
exterior layers.
Figure 4 includes AFM images32 and cross sections of A200

and P7 coatings on glass substrates prepared under the same
conditions. Coatings of both A200 and P7 are smooth at the
microscale, and display a continuous roughness at the
nanoscale. In P7, the combination of low surface energy and
sufficient nanoscale roughness, of dimensions well under that of
visible light wavelength, produces a coating which is both
ultrahydrophobic and transparent.
The P7 AFM image reveals the existence of some peaks

which are absent in the smoother A200. This is clearly

Figure 2. Images showing the appearance of P7 coatings on a (a) glass support, (b) PMMA film, and (c) Whatman filter paper.

Figure 3. SEM images of the P7 coating on a glass support: (a) and (b) surface, and (c) cross section.

Figure 4. AFM images (2D and 3D) of A200 and P7 coatings at 50 × 50 μm2 and representative cross sections taken from these surfaces.
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quantified by the difference in Rq listed in Table 1. The
aggregate size registered in suspension (Table 1) fits well with
the entities observed by SEM imaging and the AFM roughness
profile. This strongly suggests that the morphology and size of
the organosilica in suspension is transferred into the coating.
Although A200 presents discrete aggregates in IPA

suspension, once deposited on a support, they can pack
efficiently, blurring the boundaries between them by their
mutual interpenetration, resulting in a smooth surface. This is
not possible for P7, since the surface modification has the effect
of more clearly defining the boundaries between the aggregates,
which become “harder” and cannot fuse with each other, what
is translated into the surface roughness. This phenomenon is
charted in Scheme 1 and is the basis of what we have termed
“chemically guided topography”.16,17

Care has to be taken to select the derivatization reagent and
reaction conditions to modify the silica “enough but not too
much”. “Enough” to lower the surface energy sufficiently, but
“not too much”, in order to (i) maintain the autosimilar
morphology of parent A200 aggregates, which is responsible for
the final surface roughness and positively influences hydro-
phobicity, and (ii) to avoid the formation of huge aggregates/
agglomerates which will compromise the continuity of the
coating and, thus, its transparency and hysteresis. The final
consequence is that P7 coating shows very favorable antiwetting
properties. The fact that P7 coatings do not quite reach
superhydrophobicity can be due to either a surface energy that
is not low enough or to a surface roughness which is not
sufficiently high, although the factors are difficult to decouple.

3.2.2. Coating of P7 on Cellulose Microfibrils. Along the
years, different strategies have been explored to hydrophobize
cellulose fibers. As paradigmatic examples, we could cite the
vapor deposition of silanes,33,34 the chemical or physical
adsorption of particles to modify the surface energy and
roughness,35−40 or the adsorption of polymers.41,42 However, a
method which combines a fluorine-free chemistry and a simple
or one-step approach is not as common. With the intention of
pointing out the versatility of the method, P7 particles have
been utilized to coat not only macroscopic surfaces as in Figure
2, but also microscopic surfaces such as those of NFC. To do
so, a facile and rapid approach is employed in this work: the
starting material was an NFC aerogel which was immersed in
IPA dispersions of P7 at three different particle concentrations:
0.1, 0.6, and 3 wt % (NFC-0.1, NFC-0.6, and NFC-3 hereafter).
SEM images of the parent and modified aerogels appear in
Figure 5.

Scheme 1. A200 and P7 Coatings from Suspensions

Figure 5. SEM images of (a) NFC, (b) NFC-0.1, (c) NFC-0.6, and (d) NFC-3.
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In the three resulting aerogels, the organosilica P7 is localized
at the surface of the fibers. The interaction between P7 and
NFC seems to be very good, and a large number of particles
coat the fibrils. Cellulose nanofibrils become covered by particle
aggregates and are not seen as isolated entities in NFC-3, the
material with the highest content of particles. In NFC-0.6,
fibrils appear individualized, and finally NFC-0.1 is composed
of well separated particle-coated NFC. The thickness of the
particle coating is not easily quantified but roughly ranged
between 300 and 400 nm for NFC-0.1 to 800 nm for NFC-3.
In the same way as the surfaces on the preceding section are

made hydrophobic by their coating with P7, it is expected that
the aerogel composed of NFC coated with P7 is also
hydrophobic. To test the level of hydrophobization imparted
by this procedure, the modified aerogels were immersed in
water and their behavior was compared to that of the parent
NFC aerogel. While the NFC aerogel disaggregates as soon as
it comes into contact with water, NFC-0.1 floats and does not
lose integrity even after long immersion times (pictures shown
in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information, SI). Therefore, this
simple and rapid approach is suitable for the hydrophobization
of this kind of aerogels. The materials can be used as such or be
subsequently processed to produce cellulose-based materials.
4. Superhydrophobic Polymer/P7 Coatings. In the

preceding section, different materials are coated with a P7 layer,
which successfully makes the different substrates highly
hydrophobic. There are very small differences in terms of
application procedure for the P7 suspension to the surface of a
glass, plastic, or paper surface, or to the cellulose aerogels. In all
cases, the procedure consists in putting the substrate in contact
with the suspension, either by spraying or by dipping. However,
a crucial difference exists in the mechanical stability of the
hydrophobic NFC aerogel in comparison with the other cases.
The adhesion and interactions between P7 and NFC seem to be
strong (supported by literature data on adsorption of silica
particles38−40 and PDMS41), while the interaction of P7 with
macroscopically rough surfaces is much weaker, as expected.
This low interaction and low adhesion results in poor
mechanical stability of the P7 coatings deposited on macro-
surfaces. For many cases, this will limit practical applications.
The provision of good mechanical stability to the coatings
motivates the second methodology presented in this work, the
preparation of superhydrophobic polymer/P7 composite coat-
ings.
4.1. Superhydrophobic PMMA/P7 Composite Coatings.

Preservation of the P7 topography and transparency and
introduction of sufficient binding properties to impart
mechanical stability has been thoroughly investigated.17 Using
PMMA as binder, it is possible to produce a coating easily
applied by spraying which combines the three properties
discussed above. Although it can be considered as hydrophilic,
since its θw is lower than 90° (θw = 68°), PMMA was chosen as
a polymer matrix because of its mechanical and optical
properties and because it allows high content of silica
particles.24 As a matter of fact, not being hydrophobic,
PMMA is an optimum choice to illustrate this methodology.
To test the performance of the P7 particles in combination

with the polymer, we compared two composite coatings
prepared with A200 raw silica (A200-50-PMMA) and P7

organosilica (P7-50-PMMA) with PMMA at a 50/50 wt %
ratio. Table 2 collects the surface characterization data and
Figure 6 graphical information on these coatings.

In spite of containing the same particle content, the two
coatings have very different appearance. PMMA interacts with
the A200 surface, leading to large particle agglomerates as a
consequence of the close contact between aggregates by
polymer bridges.16 This is translated into the sharp topography
(high Rq value) and the opacity of the A200-50-PMMA coating
(see Figure 6). On the contrary, P7 particles do not agglomerate
even in a good solvent for PDMS (toluene) (short PDMS
chains are unable to form entanglement or polymer bridges
between aggregates even when they are extended, i.e., in a good
solvent) and give rise to a smooth P7-50-PMMA coating, which
preserves the transparency of the polymer matrix.
SEM images show a homogeneous and continuous coating in

the case of P7-50-PMMA, whereas A200-50-PMMA shows
cracks. In A200-50-PMMA, most of the PMMA is involved in
interactions with the particles. There is not enough non-
interfacial polymer available to form a continuous film, and
then, cracks appear.
Not only are the optical properties inferior for A200-50-

PMMA, but also the wetting behavior is worse compared to P7-
50-PMMA. The high Rq value, the lack of homogeneity, and
the presence of cracks have a detrimental effect on the contact
angle and Δθ. The data in Table 2 show that A200-50-PMMA
is ultrahydrophobic (θw> 120°), but Δθ is difficult to measure
because of its high value. In contrast, P7-50-PMMA exhibits a
wetting behavior that reaches superhydrophobicity. The
resemblance between P7 and P7-50-PMMA coatings is very
surprising, not only in their wetting behavior, but also in its
particulate morphology, illustrated in the SEM image of the
cross section in Figure 6. It is seems that the P7 aggregate size
prevails after mixing with the PMMA. Moreover, this
morphology is also mechanically stable (see as example the
coating on a flexible LDPE film included in Figure 6) and wear
resistant, besides to superhydrophobic. Actually, scratch
resistance was significantly improved with particle addition in
comparison with PMMA, as will be presented in a separate
study. Data in Tables 1 and 2 evidence that, compared with a
neat P7 coating, the introduction of a polymer matrix does not
necessarily lead to a sacrifice in hydrophobicity.
This example shows the advantage of using well-controlled

modified particles as hydrophobic agents. It also indicates the
potential for multifunctional properties. For this reason, other
polymer matrixes with different functionalities were also tested
as particle binders.

4.2. Water Repellent Paint. P7 has turned an intrinsically
hydrophilic polymer such as PMMA into hydrophobic.
Following a similar approach as that described for PMMA, a
commercial acrylic car paint formulation was used as matrix to
obtain a self-cleaning paint. In real life applications, the
possibilities to fine-tune the chemistry of suspensions will be
restricted. It is in this context that P7 organosilica aggregates
may have potential. They can be dispersed in many liquid
media even by mild stirring or mixing conditions. P7 mixing
with the acrylic paint was carried out by magnetic stirring

Table 2. Surface Characterization of the Coatings Prepared
with A200 and P7 and PMMA in a Ratio (50/50 wt %)

coating description θw (deg)
Δθ
(deg)

Rq50
(nm)

A200-50-PMMA raw silica/PMMA
(50/50 wt %)

144 ± 1 >20 269

P7-50-PMMA P7/PMMA
(50/50 wt %)

157 ± 3 10 ± 1 166
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during 3 and 24 h. Stirring time and rate are crucial parameters
to understand the final surface roughness. Long stirring times
and rates lead to the smoothing of the surface profile, probably
because of the breaking down of particle agglomerates or even
aggregates.17 After mixing, the coating is deposited onto the
support by spraying. The result is a coating with good adhesion
to the support, and which can be handled without risk of
damage. Table 3 collects the experimental conditions and
resulting wetting properties of the commercial paint and the
blends prepared.

The data in this table show that with a 50/50 wt % mixture of
the matrix and particles, it is possible to induce a super-
hydrophobic behavior in a commercial paint without largely
modifying their actual processing and application procedures.
The coating named P7-50-ACRY-1 shows pearl bouncing
droplet behavior and the water droplets roll off the surface
without any tilt angle (see videos and Figure S2 in the SI).
Besides the successful water repellency imparted by P7, other

interesting conclusions are derived from Table 3. Stirring time
proves to be an important experimental parameter. Increased
stirring time leads to a strong decrease in the antiwetting

behavior in P7-50-ACRY-2. Possibly, long stirring times reduces
the P7 aggregate size, which is a disadvantage since P7 is already
close to the size limit required for sufficient roughness.
Figure 7 shows AFM and SEM images of the paint, where the

resemblance with the P7 coating is noticeable, not only
regarding the particulate morphology and the aggregate size
but also to the roughness scale (Rq = 90 nm). This result
suggests that the P7 coating does not reach superhydropho-
bicity because of its surface energy is insufficiently low, and not
because of the lack of roughness. The addition of a
hydrophobic matrix (see θw in Table 3 for the acrylic paint)
to P7 increases hydrophobicity to the point of reaching pearl
bouncing droplet behavior with the same roughness profile as
the P7 coating. However, P7-50-PMMA, with the same particle
content as P7-50-ACRY-1, is less water repellent even with
rougher profile (see Table 2) due to the hydrophilic nature of
the PMMA.
Again, the particulate morphology of P7-50-ACRY-1 (Figure

7) results in the same coating composition and structure
through-the-thickness. Wear of outer layers should therefore
not result in changes in the wetting behavior, a desirable feature
for car paint applications.

4.3. Superhydrophobic and Luminescent PFO/P7 compo-
sites. Addition of polymer binders to P7 results in composite
coatings of mechanical stability. Also, composite coatings can
positively affect the hydrophobicity of the resulting surface. The
next challenge is to study the potential to combine several other
polymer functionalities. This was exemplified by choosing PFO,
a luminescent polymer. PFO is a well-known conjugated
polymer, which can be employed for the production of
fluorescent sensors43,44 because of its intense photolumines-

Figure 6. AFM data (2D and 3D images), SEM images of the surface (a) and cross-section (b), and pictures of the A200-50-PMMA (top) and P7-
50-PMMA (bottom) coatings on a glass support (c) (also included a picture of the latter on a PE film (d)).

Table 3. Preparation Conditions and Wetting Behavior of
Composite Coatings Prepared from the Commercial Acrylic
Paint and P7

coating P7 (wt %) stirring time (h) θw (deg) Δθ (deg)

acrylic paint 0 3 90 ± 1 >20
P7-50-ACRY-1 50 3 162 ± 1 0
P7-50-ACRY-2 50 24 145 ± 1 20 ± 2
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cence. It is also very promising as molecular cable material,
because of its good charge transport properties. This makes it
become a powerful candidate for optoelectronics devices,45

such as light emitting diodes (OLED)46,47 or in organic
photovoltaics (OPV).48,49

P7 particles were added at several ratios (10, 30, and 50 wt %
with respect to the polymer) to a PFO solution in toluene.
After optimization, the selected stirring time was 24 h before
depositing the mixture on different supports. Apart from glass,
cellulose based membranes were used as supports, mainly due
to the recent interest in cellulose as a flexible and sustainable
substrate in optoelectronic applications.50,51 One of the
shortcomings associated with this support is its poor water
resistance. This is the reason why superhydrophobicity would
be a desirable additional feature. The coatings prepared and
their wetting behavior are presented in Table 4.
PFO is a hydrophobic polymer (polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbon) with θw = 106° when deposited on a smooth
support (glass) and θw = 135 and 151° when supported on
porous substrate such as Whatman or cellulose membranes,
respectively. Actually, PFO-C is a superhydrophobic coating
since its hysteresis is under 10°. SEM images of these coatings
at different magnifications are collected in Figure 8. Note that
the use of different magnifications for the different supports
provides important information with respect to the support and
coating morphology. As expected PFO-G is a continuous and
homogeneous coating, whereas PFO-C forms spherical
particles on the surface of the cellulose membrane. This is
because of the highly incompatible nature of the components:
cellulose highly hydrophilic whereas PFO is a very hydrophobic
aromatic hydrocarbon polymer. This peculiar morphology of
polymer pearls on the porous substrate would be clearly related
to the superhydrophobic behavior of this coating.
Some representative SEM images of selected PFO/P7

coatings are collected in Figure S4 of the SI. The wetting

behavior presented in Table 4 can be understood by looking at
the morphology of the surface. The 10 wt % containing
composites do not show sufficient and continuous surface
roughness to develop hydrophobicity; a coating with large
smooth domains devoid of particles is seen. P7-10-PFO-G
shows an insignificant increase in θw and a detectable decrease
in Δθ. The pearl-like morphology observed in PFO-C is lost in
the case of P7-10-PFO-C, where the porous structure of the
substrate is completely covered by the composite. This is the
reason behind the loss of antiwetting properties. Polymer-only
domains are still clearly smaller when increasing the particle
content up to 30 wt %. The three coatings with this particle
content (P7-30-PFO-G, P7-30-PFO-C, and P7-30-PFO-W)

Figure 7. AFM data (2D and 3D images and cross section at 50 × 50 μm2) and SEM image of the profile of the P7-50-ACRY-1 painting.

Table 4. Nomenclature, Substrate Type, Composition, and
Wetting Behavior of PFO/P7 Compositesa

coating substrate P7 wt % θw (deg) Δθ (deg)

P7-G glass 100 155 ± 3 12 ± 3
PFO-G glass 0 106 ± 1 >20
P7-10-PFO-G glass 10 109 ± 1 18 ± 2
P7-30-PFO-G glass 30 157 ± 1 5 ± 2
P7-50-PFO-G glass 50 164 ± 2 3 ± 1
P7-C cellulose membrane 100 165 ± 2 13 ± 2
PFO-C cellulose membrane 0 151 ± 4 9 ± 5
P7-10-PFO-C cellulose membrane 10 107 ± 2 >20
P7-30-PFO-C cellulose membrane 30 153 ± 1 5 ± 1
P7-50-PFO-C cellulose membrane 50 165 ± 3 0
P7-W Whatman 100 160 ± 2 15 ± 2
PFO-W Whatman 0 135 ± 1 14 ± 4
P7-10-PFO-W Whatman 10 123 ± 1 >20
P7-30-PFO-W Whatman 30 150 ± 1 9 ± 4
P7-50-PFO-W Whatman 50 167 ± 1 2 ± 2

a(P7-X stands for particle-only coatings in the different supports, the
same for PFO-X but with polymer-only coatings).
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exhibit a rough surface morphology. The blend coats the pore
walls and fibers in cellulose based supports, enhancing the
roughness of the substrate. The consequence is an increase in
water repellency, which reaches superhydrophobicity. Finally,
composites containing 50 wt % of P7 show an even rougher
surface resembling that observed for the P7 coating. As a
consequence, all the coatings containing 50 wt % of P7 particles
are highly hydrophobic but P7-50-PFO-C even achieves a pearl
bouncing droplet behavior. AFM and SEM imaging of the
surface topography of P7-50-PFO-C coating appears in Figure
9.
The surface analysis reveals that, apart from the particulate

morphology, this coating has developed a dual scale top-
ography, a feature associated with PFO and not registered with
the other polymer matrixes tested (PMMA and the paint). In
the 50 × 50 μm2 images, micrometric entities (more than 2 μm
height as seen in the cross section) are observed, covered with
the particulate morphology at the nanoscale. These micro-
metric structures induce an increase in Rq which in this coating

is 485 ± 78 nm, well above those measured for the other
particle/polymer systems described in preceding sections. This
dual scale roughness was formerly thought to be essential for
superhydrophobicity to develop. However, we have shown that
the P7 coating, P7-50-PMMA, and P7-50-ACRY-1 are almost
superhydrophobic or superhydrophobic surfaces without a
detectable roughness at the microscopic scale. As experimental
conditions are practically identical when preparing the
composites and coatings with the three polymer matrixes, the
different topographies found must be caused by the nature of
the interactions between P7 and each of PMMA, acrylic paint,
and PFO. The results suggest that the stronger these
interactions the more likely that roughness at larger size scales
will appear, due to P7 agglomeration via interactions with the
polymer binder. Note that the interactions of PMMA with the
naked surface of A200 are stronger than with the modified
surface of P7 resulting in a rougher topography for A200-50-
PMMA than in P7-50-PMMA. Attending to the interaction
criterion, the affinity scale of the polymer tested in this work

Figure 8. SEM micrographs of the coatings: (a) and (b) PFO-G, (c) and (d) PFO-C, and (e) and (f) PFO-W.
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and the P7 would be PFO > PMMA > paint. This empirical
evidence opens the window to the design of tailor-made
surfaces tuned in terms on hydrophobicity, transparency,
mechanical stability, and other functionalities.
The combination of superhydrophobicity and fluorescence,

in particular in the P7-50-PFO-W coating is illustrated in the
video attached as SI (see also Figure S4). The video shows the
coating under UV light and with water droplets rolling off its
surface. While becoming superhydrophobic, PFO continues to
absorb UV light at λ = 385 nm and to emit its characteristic
blue fluorescence.52−54

■ CONCLUSIONS
Silica nanoparticles (A200) have been modified with
oligodimethylsiloxane to form nonfluorinated ultrahydrophobic
particle aggregates (termed P7 organosilica) which are the basis
of the present multipurpose antiwetting approach. These
organosilica aggregates form stable colloidal suspensions in
IPA and toluene, being their morphology and size quite
independent of the suspension media. A simple but industrially
scalable spraying process is used to prepare hydrophobic
coatings from them. The coatings achieve ultrahydrophobicity
(θw over 150° and Δθ within 10° and 13°) on glass, plastic or
paper substrates. A related dipping approach is used to
hydrophobize nanoporous cellulose aerogels, which are able
to float on water.
Multifunctional polymer-based composite coatings incorpo-

rating high P7 ratios have also been prepared, again by simple
spraying. With PMMA, the coatings are at the limit of
superhydrophobicity, being also quite transparent and mechan-
ically stable. Likewise, self-cleaning paints are obtained when
the organosilica particles are mixed with commercial acrylic car
paint. With PFO, a hydrophobic and luminescent polymer,
superhydrophobic and luminescent composite coatings on glass
and cellulose based substrates have been developed.
In summary, industrially scalable materials and processing

concepts were demonstrated for fluorine-free multipurpose

coatings with ultra or superhydrophobic properties, where the
control and stability of the organosilica aggregate dimensions
and morphology are critical parameters.
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